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Executive Summary
Urban poverty certainly is a challenge in Pakistan: morally, intellectually, socially and eco-

nomically, but most of all politically. There is no policy of alleviating urban poverty in Pakistan.
50 per sent of our total population is living in seven major cities, out of which 14 million are

currently residing in slum areas where they lack almost all basic facilities. The trends of contrac-
tual labor is fast increasing, as the successive government failed to provide proper legal and social
protection to the downtrodden workers. 

The study on Urban Planning Policies and Practices: Life of Homebased Workers covers
urban planning, policies and practices and issues of homebased workers in urban areas in the five
major cities of the province of Punjab.

Punjab is undergoing a process of urbanization driven by structural economic change. It is
transforming from an agriculturally-based economy to a manufacturing and service based econo-
my. This transformation will continue over the next decade. According to the World Bank's
Development Data Platform (DDP) database (2006), urban-based manufacturing and service sec-
tors composed 77 percent of the Pakistan's GDP in 2003 and more than 90 percent of GDP growth
during 1999 - 2003.

The study was conducted by HomeNet Pakistan under a project of HomeNet South Asia Trust
for Inclusive Urban Policies in South and South East Asian countries. The ultimate objective of
this analysis is to strengthen the organizations of urban poor home based workers for their greater
visibility and participation in city governance. In this sense, it is imperative  to highlight issues
which urban poor home-based workers face in terms of planning and development. In doing so,
it serves therefore as baseline to see what changes can be brought about in urban policies and
planning development approaches.

The study was executed in Gujranwala, Faisalabad, Rawalpindi, Islamabad and Lahore with
six groups of home-based workers. HomeNet Pakistan hired a consultant to undertake the study.
With the assistance of local organizations in the five cities, six Focus Groups Discussions (FGDs)
were conducted. In all the five cities six groups of mostly women homebased workers were
focused. These cities are fast growing both in population as well as migration being open to
employment of those who are at the brink of social and economic collapse in rural areas or have
already collapsed.

Poor conditions of roads and streets, ill-conceived planning and implementation of the devel-
opment projects, unavailability of drinking water, absence of medical facilities for mother and
children, water borne diseases, unavailability of schools and colleges, long-distanced transporta-
tion facilities, bedding of streets above the level of houses and consequential back-flow of water,
shortage and failure of electricity, silence of labor laws and labor department, exploitation at the
hands of middlepersons and factories, mismatch between earning and expenditures by the women
homebased workers and loss of savings or even income at every unfortunate downturn are some
of the realities which combine together, make development planning a critical subject for life,
health and prosperity of women home-based workers.

The study recommends that the challenges faced by the urban poor need a new spark of enthu-
siasm which will effectively harness the energies of the urban unemployed or underemployed to
the improvement of slum areas, low cost self help housing and other community facilities and also
there is a need to initiate a process of empowering low-income groups and communities living in
poverty in the least developed areas of Pakistan, by expanding their economic opportunities,
employment, and access to social services, basic infrastructure and other requirements for sustain-
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able livelihoods. Building national capacity to address urban development issues and programmes
as well as, advocacy and resource mobilization could be the integral part of the strategy for devel-
oping a comprehensive poor friendly urban policy.

In order to address the issues of urban poor homebased works , community initiatives need to
be respected and attitude of partnership with people needs to be promoted and nurtured in gov-
ernment. A space for interaction between government agencies, interest groups (formal and infor-
mal) and communities needs to be created, nurtured and institutionalized over a period of time.
All plans at city, sector and or neighborhood level needs to be processed through public hearings
from conceptual to the final stage.

The NGOs in Pakistan  are working on the urban policy from last past few years to bring
change in the paradigm of urban poor. There should be a system of skill training, equity in the
provision of basic services; sanitation standards need to be improved, solar, bio-gas and non-con-
ventional energy needs to be promoted for street lights as well as in household energy use wher-
ever possible and feasible. in order to ensure proper drainage systems, flood prone habitats should
be shifted to higher elevation, canal banks should be raised and protected and retaining walls con-
structed wherever required, people's participation in design and implementation of the basic serv-
ices in slums and low line areas of urban cities dense population of the informal working class .
There is a need to launch a campaign of 'world class cities for all' and strengthening of govern-
ment institutions dealing with the country' labor class.

Ume-Laila Azhar

HomeNet Pakistan 
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Background

This situation analysis covers urban planning policies and practices for and issues of homebased
workers in urban areas in the province of Punjab. 

Punjab is important as it is in the midst of a profound transition. It is undergoing a process of
urbanization driven by structural economic change. It is transforming from an agriculturally-based
economy to a manufacturing and service based economy. This transformation will continue over the
next decade. According to the World Bank's Development Data Platform (DDP) database (2006),
urban-based manufacturing and service sectors composed 77 percent of the Pakistan's GDP in 2003
and more than 90 percent of GDP growth during 1999 - 2003. 

This analysis is brought out under a project of HomeNet South Asia Trust for Inclusive Urban
Policies in South and South East Asian countries. The countries from South Asia are Bangladesh,
India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. The ultimate objective of this analysis is to strengthen the
organizations of urban poor home based workers for their greater visibility and participation in city
governance. In this sense, it is imperative for this to highlight issues which urban poor homebased
workers face in terms of planning and development. In so doing, it serves therefore as baseline to
see what changes can be brought about in urban policies and planning development approaches
(Annex 1).

This analysis was executed in Gujranwala, Faisalabad, Rawalpindi, Islamabad and Lahore with
six groups of homebased workers. HomeNet Pakistan hired a consultant to undertake this. 

The consultant, with the assistance of local organizations in the mentioned cities, conducted six
Focus Groups Discussions (FGDs). In the light of different forums and discussions held meanwhile,
she structured the FDGs with groups of homebased workers, especially women, and identified link-
ages of urban planning with the HBWs problems. She also developed some case studies also which
explain a little more in detail how urban planning impacts lives of the home based workers. The cal-
endar of FGDs and names of the local partners are given in Annex 2. During the exercise, the con-
sultant met 112 homebased workers. 

Following are the main questions that were asked from the participants of the FGDs:
1. What kind of work the homebased workers do in the area for bread winning?

2. What are major issues of the homebased workers with relation to housing, water and sani-
tation, health, education, electricity, transportation, etc? 

3. Do the local development bodies involve the homebased workers in local development plan-
ning and decision making?

It is important to highlight in the beginning that all groups categorically denied that they were
involved ever in local planning and development discussions and implementation projects. After the
dissolution of the local governments, the only provision available to the local populations to elect
their representatives at the level of the Union Councils/Towns and get themselves counted in pan-
ning is no more available.  

Following part of the analysis tell us about the situation with respect to urban planning and prac-
tices and their impact on the lives of the women homebased workers. 
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Issues of the Women Homebased Workers vis-à-vis Urban Planning

The Nutshell Story

This analysis was executed in Lahore, Faisalabad, Gujranwala, Islamabad and Rawalpindi,
with six groups of mostly women homebased workers. These cities are fast growing both in
population as well as migration being open to employment of those who are at the brink of
social and economic collapse in rural areas or have already collapsed. 

Poor conditions of roads and streets, ill-conceived planning and implementation of the
development projects, unavailability of drinking water, absence of medical facilities for moth-
er and children, water borne diseases, unavailability of schools and colleges, long-distanced
transportation facilities, bedding of streets above the level of houses and consequential back-
flow of water, shortage and failure of electricity, silence of labor laws and labor department,
exploitation at the hands of middlepersons and factories, mismatch between earning and expen-
ditures by the women homebased workers and loss of savings or even income at every unfor-
tunate downturn are some of the realities which combine together, make development planning
a critical subject for life, health and prosperity of women homebased workers.

Lahore is not a dif-
ferent story. In Lahore,
the consultant met with
women group of home-
based workers at
Shalimar Town, Wahga
Town and Kot
Lakhpat. Women
workers face the prob-
lems of high arents of
their houses, contami-
nated water, poor
health facilities, inef-
fective sewage system
and back-flow of
sewage water in rainy
season due to the mis-
match between the lev-
els of households and
street/road beds, and
high costs of transportation. There is a visible difference between direct income and expenses
of women homebased workers on the one hand and the population and urbanization pressure
and development planning on the other hand. These problems of women homebased workers
sap away their time, energies and resources, and continue to keep them oppressed under the
exploitative economic system of the middle men and factory owners. These women compro-
mise both their health and savings and end up as poorest of the poor. 

In Faisalabad, at Iqbal Town, brackish and contaminated water, insanitation, absence of any
health facility, unpaved streets, open drains and immense shortage of electricity and insecurity
of homebased workers who belong to religious minorities, are some of the very visible failures
of the urban planning departments. These problems, among the plethora of others, understand-
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ably impact the livelihood opportunities, savings, health and hygiene, life expectancy, mother-
hood, childhood and humanity and even security.  It is surprising to note that in a community
of 30,824 individuals, there is no mother and child health center, basic health unit, any water
supply scheme and the garbage collection system. Women homebased workers spend money
for buying drinkable water, go to quacks and are left to spend the remaining days of their lives
in litter. 

Gujranwala is another city growing fast and now spilling beyond its urban boundaries.
Here, Abbas Nagar, Gujjar Mohallah and Girjakh offer as point of reference where consider-
able number of women and men homebased workers is victim of absolute neglect. There is no
supply of natural gas, water, sanitation and solid waste management. Surprisingly, there is no
school for boys or girls in the vicinity. Most of the homebased workers in Abbas Nagar do
embroidery, needle work, stitching and stone work on shirts and dupatas and make colored ver-
micelli and footballs during off season which deforms fingers, especially of children of tender
age. Here the measurement instrument for stone work that the middle person uses to decide
about the payment of HBWs’ labor is the lid of “Pepsi”, which actually decides about their
return. A homebased worker gets 5 Rs for pasting one lid full of stones. They paste these stones
with iron. Women noted they were unable to cope with the rising cost of electricity and its
shortage in peak hours. There are also evidences of how city administration pushed the milk
men out of the city without any planning and bereaved them of their income support and
involvement of police in running prostitution dens in the garb of giving protection to women.  

Posh Islamabad too has a bad urban development perspective to offer to the critics. There
are many squalid settlements within main residential sectors which stand politically planted to
serve the fortunate ones. Hansaan is one of such localities housing 600 household units. It is
however sad that it being there for about twenty five years is still doing without electricity,
water supply, natural gas, schools, colleges, solid waste management or vocational centres.
This is one of the communities where Muslim and Christian communities coexist peacefully.
Christian communities, especially women household workers, are the doubly impacted partial-
ly being women and partially being from religious minority group. These poor women run
poorly equipped make-up parlours, make candles and/or work as domestic servants across the
road to fight back the immense “living cost of Islamabad”. 

Rawalpindi is twin city of Islamabad, sprawling without any concrete urban planning.
Some of its residents, especially those at the fringes at the main drain Gawal Mandi Nullah, run
the risk of being washed out every rainy season. Naseer Abad and Raja Sultan, which are areas
of lower middle class, are also located here. These are densely populated of Muslim and
Christian communities where women workers do various different jobs, depending upon the
available opportunities. Men work in a textile mill near Raja Sultan and a diapers factory in
Naseer Abad. Women are mostly domestic workers. There is also a group of HBWs who packs
Henna (Mehndi) and other sorts of stuff. Similarly, one may find yet another group of women
who have turned one nook or the other of their house into a small shop which remains poorly
stocked. The humid and squalid conditions wherein women homebased workers of Naseer
Abad and Raja Sultan live make them victims of tuberculosis and respiratory problems. These
women cannot afford the luxury of proper treatment because that would mean eating away
reserves and compromising work. Ganjmandi is another area where Intestine cleaning business
is a serious environmental and health hazard and the business goes without any concern of the
city urban planners.
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Lahore 



Wahga Town UC 51, Shalimar Town UC 18 and Kot Lakhpat of Lahore, Nov 19-20, 2009

Lahore is the capital of the Pakistani province of
Punjab and the second largest city in Pakistan after
Karachi. Historically the main city of the undivided
Punjab is often called the Garden of Mughals because
of its rich Mughal heritage.

Wahga Town, Shalimar Town and Kot Lakhpat are
some of the oldest geographic factory-area pockets in
Lahore and the true specimen of rural-urban migration
where we find communities sunk in various different
breadwinning activities. These areas developed or,
more precisely, sprang up, during the phase of nation-
alization back in seventies when agriculture was
becoming hopeless for small land owners, sharecrop-
pers and small farm-workers and forced them to move
to cities to try their luck.

The analysis tells us that most of the women home-
based workers living at Shalimar Town and Kot
Lakhpat were working in embroidery, stitching and
sewing sectors; sectors which highly depend on elec-
tricity. At Wahga Town, women homebased workers
also make small leather items and stitch leather gloves
as nearby leather shoe and gloves factory outsources
some of its work to economize upon their cost of pro-
duction. The duration of the labor of the women home-
based workers is then understandably too lengthy,
sometimes more than ten hours a day. Their labor is
calculated against finished products. In some
instances, there are front men or middle men working
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Lahore Development
Planning in Brief

According to 1998 census, Lahore
is the second largest city of Pakistan
after Karachi with urban population
of 5.1 million (Population Census
Organisation, 2004) occupying an
urban area of 343 sq KM (NESPAK,
2004). 
The Municipal Committee for

Lahore was first established in 1862 for
the planning and management of
Lahore and its first municipal act was
passed in 1911. During that period,
small housing schemes were designed
and implemented. 
As population was growing rapidly

and one organization was unable to
control the city expansion, therefore, in
1936, another statutory body, Lahore
Improvement Trust (LIT) was estab-
lished. However, even two authorities
were functioning at that time, physical
development was still incompatible
with the population growth. Therefore,
in 1963-65, the Provincial Town
Planning Department started efforts
for the preparation of a master plan. 
It is however quite interesting to

note that it took almost 10 years before
master plan was ready for implementa-
tion. Ten years was a long time and
when it rolled out, objective realities
had changed altogether.  
After two years of the birth of a

redundant master plan, the Lahore
Improvement Trust was transformed
into Lahore Development Authority
(LDA - 1975). This newly formed body
developed Lahore Urban Development
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to further exploit the women homebased workers.   
It has been observed generally that women home-

based workers work in abysmal conditions, at the
mentioned locales. They don't have sufficient housing
facilities, space and enough light. Actually, the real
estate witnessed an engineered boost in 2001 onwards.
That boost not only made the cost of the residential
plots beyond the buying power of ordinary citizens but
also skyrocketed the rent of houses even in areas like
Wahga Town, Shalimar Town and Kot Lakhpat, and
ultimately left the poor workers to live in dark and
dungeon small box-like spaces which owners con-
struct within the premises of a house to cater more and
more inmates. These residential areas badly lack regu-

lar electricity
supply, water and
sanitation facili-
ties. The outage
of electricity for
reasons including
complete shut
down or local
fault severely
cuts into the pos-
sibility for
women to earn
what is generally
expected. This
does not mean
that the income is
satisfactory. 

S a n i t a t i o n
and water supply
emerged as two
of the most

important issues of Wahga Town, Shalimar Town and
Kot Lakhpat. At Kot Lakhpat, it was learnt, that the
sewage system was between two and five decades old.
The underground water at Wahga Town and Kot
Lakhpat is not drinkable. The water supply lines and
underground sewage mix together, leading to popula-
tion to suffer from gastrointestinal infection, hepatitis
A, B and C and diarrhea, especially in summer and
rainy season. There was hardly any household found
in these pockets which was safe from these diseases.

At Wahga Town, near the Mint Gate, government
has installed a water filtration plant. This was installed
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Traffic Study (LUDTS) with foreign
assistance. It is unfortunate that for two
decades, Metropolitan Corporation
Lahore (MCL) and LDA continued to
brandish their own different plans for
their respective jurisdictions. It was
2001 when efforts for a single planning
and development authority were start-
ed with mergence of LDA and MCL,
during the implementation of devolu-
tion plan by new government. But that
final product did not come round too.
In 2004, a new Master plan was pre-
pared by private consultants and
adopted both by LDA and MCL (NES-
PAK, 2004). In 2007, Government of
Punjab province has started a project
in coordination with World Bank for
land record (cadastral) management
with an estimated cost of US$ 50 mil-
lion (World Bank, 2007). 
Whereas there have been issues of

lack of coordination and malfunction-
ing of the government-run bodies, the
Lahore Cantonment Board, which
does not fall under the jurisdiction of
the city government, and private
builders, continue to develop their own
housing schemes . Most of the plan-
ning and development information
about such housing schemes are how-
ever never integrated. This lack of
coordination turns development con-
trol into a real tough job and encroach-
ments, illegal construction, haphazard
developments and ownership frauds
appear to be insurmountable challenge
throughout the city, Lahore -  which
already bears the brunt of poorly
equipped and poorly performing serv-
ices delivery institutions.  

Source: Faisal Masood Qureshi,
Abbas Rajabifard, Hamed Olfat, PhD
Student,f.qureshi@pgrad.unimelb.eud.
au, Director, abbas.r@unimelb.edu .au,



as the leather shoe factory renders the underground
water totally unusable. But, the filtration plant is locat-
ed so far off that the homebased workers do not 'waste'
their time and ‘energy’ in fetching water from there.
Consequently, people are forced to drink the same
unclean water. This badly impacts women’s health. The
women told their financial condition was not in conso-
nance with the rising costs of medication and other
services such as of gas, electricity and food items.
Since their income is very limited and education very
poor, there is a strong presence of superstitious prac-
tices and quack-driven solutions in the mentioned
areas.  These problems compound together and impact
the family life very badly. It is
also important to note that the
homebased workers of Kot
Lakhpat and Shalimar Town
were extremely unhappy with the
performance of the government
health facilities which are very
much in access though. At
Wahga Town, there was no
appropriate health facility avail-
able to the people.

Another important finding of
the analysis is about the condi-
tions and juxtaposition of roads
and streets vis-à-vis with resi-
dential construction. The women
homebased workers complained
that their streets and roads were
constructed or paved above the
level of their houses at certain
points. This carelessness on the
part of the government, cause
the rainy water flow back into
their houses.  This flow-back
consequently saps away their
time, energies and money. Some
women complained that they
had to spend all of their savings
to buy new things and getting
some of the costly ones repaired
due to the flow-back. Others
complained that the flow-back is
always a setback to their income
because that disturbs their prior-
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Centre for Spatial Data Infrastructures
& Land Administration, Department
of Geomatics, University of
Melbourne, Australia, Hamed_olfat
@hotmail.com, Department of Urban
& Regional Planning, Iran University
of Science and Technology,
"Facilitating Urban Planning and
Management at Local Level Through
the Development of SDI: (Case Study
of Lahore - Pakistan)"

“The Lahore Ring Road at Wahga Town leaves us with
no choice but to suffer every day. It makes us walk about 1.5
miles more than we used to, in order to get to the nearest
bus stop. The overhead bridge which government con-
structed for the pedestrians is also very far. Our energy is
completely lost under the weight of raw or finished materi-
al that we carry for breadwinning when we finally reach
there. Pregnant women also find it difficult to use the
bridge.” (Shaista Bibi, homebased Worker)  

Lahore Ring Road Project was launched on December 22,
2004 at a groundbreaking ceremony attended by President
General Pervez Musharaf. The LRR Project is a large road
project being developed by the Punjab Government, intend-
ed to ensure efficient and speedy movement of freight and
passengers, to alleviate traffic flow problems, and to boost the
city's potential for industrial development. The project
includes the construction of a six-lane divided highway,
interchanges, RCC bridges, reinforced earth abutments and
walls, overhead pedestrian bridges, culverts, tunnels, under-
passes, flyovers and related works, at a total projected cost of
over Rs.20 billion and Rs.13 billion respectively.

Source Wikipedia

The Pakistan Council for Research in Water Resources
(PCRWR), in 2004, as part of its National Water Quality
Monitoring Programme, analyzed water samples taken
from 163 drinking water sources in 11 cities of Punjab i.e.
Bahawalpur, Faisalabad, Gujranwala, Gujrat, Kasur, Lahore,
Multan, Rawalpindi, Sargodha, Sheikhupura and Sialkot. Of



ity list. They told they cannot
work on their contracts but get
busy in saving goods, cleaning
and other sorts. Sometimes they
compromise on food intake to
avoid extra pressure on savings
which is liable to take place in
the absence of work. 

The construction of roads
and streets above the level of the
houses is a chronic malpractice
of the development authorities,
which are union councils in this
case. They do not bother to
scrape the old bed to purse money. So, they overlay a new bed on the previous one and there-
fore cause increase in the height. One of the women respondents, at Shalimar Town, told she had
to spend all her savings of the past three years on buying of household items and therefore had
to compromise the college admission of her daughter. In this sense, the development of infra-
structure itself is a source of calamity and deprivation in the mentioned Kot Lakhpat, Shalimar
Town and Wahga Town. The consultant, during FGDs, met two lady councilors cum homebased
workers who revealed that their male counterparts never took them seriously whenever they
raised issues related to the construction plan of roads and streets.
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these samples, 90% were sourced from tube wells alone.
The study revealed that:
nMost of the water quality parameters were beyond per-
missible limits; and
nHighest percentage of unsafe water sources was observed
in Kasur, Lahore, Multan,
nSargodha and Sheikhupura, where none of the source was
found safe either due to bacteriological or chemical con-
tamination.

Technical and Service Delivery Standards for Water Supply and
Sanitation Sectors, 

Punjab Devolved Social Services Program, April 2008

Lahore District

Wahga Town 

Shalimar Town

Nishter Town (Kot Lakhpat) 



Excerpts from the National Sanitation Policy

Ministry of Environment, Government of Pakistan, September 2006

“The policy resolves to meet the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and targets where-
by the proportion of people without sustainable access to improved sanitation will reduce by half
by the year 2015 and 100 per cent population will be served by 2025 with improved sanitation.”

“The needs of women, children and the handicapped are given priority in all policy, planning
and implementation processes”. 

“The provision and distribution of sanitation facilities and resources should be equitable
between the rich and poor sections of human settlements. Preference shall, however, be given to
those areas where environmental and social impact shall be maximum”. 

“Roads in kucha abadies will not be raised to a level higher than the level of plinths of the hous-
es so as to make sewage disposal and drainage possible and to prevent flooding during rain (p. 14)”

“Government will raise funds for the O&M of sanitation system and/or hand over O&M
responsibilities to communities and private sector so as to make sanitation system sustainable
(p. 17)”
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Saima Akbar Ali, second among 6 sisters and brothers, is 14 years. She
is a HBW since the age of 8. She lives at Kahna Nau . It is located about 15
kilometers from Urban Lahore, on the brink of Ferozpur Road. Ferozpur
Road is recently widened and elevated above the flanking settlements. So,
there was the least concern about drainage from the communities. 
Saima is also studying in Class 9 along with her work. Her father is blind

while her mother is suffering from knee disc dislocation problems and
unable to walk. This 8-members family is living in a very small house which
has just one room, a small veranda and a very poorly constructed kitchen.
Saima is involved in chemical making and packaging bleach, neel, acid,

etc. It takes one day for making and packing of a drum (15 packs of 6 bot-
tles each). The work requires a lot of physical hard work and strong lungs
because chemicals smell virtually cuts like a dagger from inside. 
Of all days work, Saima's family earns Rs. 150 and about Rs.4500 per

month. However, this much is possible when the work is available 30 days a
month. The arrangement is that the shopkeepers sell the packed bottles first
then Saima's family receives her earnings. If the bottles don't sell, because of
holidays, and general shut down of the business, or any other reason,
Saima's family has to survive without any money. So, the family has to push
their way through come what may. Despite the fact her father is blind, he
has to go to urban part of Lahore to purchase plastic bottle for packing. 

Saima Akbar, Lahore
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Saima told that daily utilities of her household cost around Rs. 3,000 rupees.
She told that gas and electricity Load-shedding causes severe implications on
their lives. Preparation of chemicals needs fire and in the absence of gas, the
family has to buy firewood. So, most of what they earn goes out immediately. 
Saima told that her family has to go to private clinic for the treatment of

blind father and mother. Treatment at the private clinic is certainly highly
expensive for them. She told the public hospitals cannot be depended at
because whenever they tried, either the doctor was on leave or the medicine
was unavailable but the commuting itself consumed lot of their money. 
It is however amazing to note that all 6 children of the family were study-

ing in a private school. It is also sad that they could have saved some money
had the government schools been near in the vicinity. Saima told that her fam-
ily gets discount of 450 rupees in school fees however, often they have to make
choice whether to spend money on treatment of their father or education of
the children. So, they drop from school and join again in when they have some
pennies with them.

Nusrat Parveen lives in a small sub-urban area, Kahna Nau of Lahore. She
is embroidery worker. 
Nusrat revealed that powerful people (feudal) are involved in electricity

theft. Feudal families use electricity for air conditioners, tube wells and other
machinery. There is only one transformer through which electricity is sup-
plied to this settlement. In order to cover the loss caused by electricity theft,
the power supply company however, distributes the costs among all of the res-
idents of the area, which mostly are like Nusrat. The cost is too high that most
often the residents are unable to pay and the company disconnects the supply.
In such scenario, two to three months pass before the dues are paid and elec-
tricity is resumed.  
Nusrat told that the feudal ask tenants to connect for them the wires to the

main pole. And this is obviously highly risky. She told that some people have
even lost their lives while trying to do so. Nusrat believes that that insensitiv-
ity of the authorities as well as powerlessness of the people of the area are key
factors involved in electricity theft and increasing cost of living for families
like that of Nusrat. She believes that a collective effort and voice is important
to resolve this issue. 
Nusrat’s work totally depends upon the regular supply of electricity. She

said “as a woman we have to complete our house-hold and community work
during the day time while nights is for our productive work when all family
members are asleep. Without electricity we cannot earn even a single penny.”

Nusrat Parveen, Lahore
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HBWs in Dirt Ridden Faisalabad
UC 246, Iqbal Town, November 21, 09 

Faisalabad is the third largest city in Pakistan, a rapid growing town of two million (1998
census). This city faces challenges brought about by rapid urbanization. As urban areas contin-
ue to increase in population
and density, and the urban
fringe incorporates, albeit
haphazardly, rural areas into
the urban fold, rapidly
urbanizing communities
face a myriad of challenges
in infrastructure provision
and municipal services1.    

UC 246 is located in
Iqbal Town. In this town,
there are 28 UCs. UC 246 is
lucky enough to have some
basic information available
courtesy partnership
between GHK International
Ltd and city district govern-
ment. Otherwise, almost all
UCs in Pakistan did not per-
form their due role of devel-
oping their respective pro-
files as required under the
Local Government
Ordinance 2001.

The statistics of UC 246
inform us there are about
2085 households. It is popu-
lated of 30,824. Its adminis-
tration completed eight
sewage schemes, three
water supply schemes and
one road in 2003 and 2004.
The sewage scheme benefit-
ted about 1600 households.
It is however very important
to note that only 50 house-
holds have the facility of
paved drains in the streets
and the rest do without
them. There is no monitor-
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Faisalabad Development Planning in Focus

Faisalabad comprises of eight Towns, namely Lyallpur,
Madina, Jinnah, Iqbal, Chak Jhumra, Jaranwala, Samundri
and Tandianwala Town. 

Faisalabad is growing without any development plan for the
past many years. 
The Faisalabad Development Authority took the first initia-

tive in 1978-79 for the preparation of a master-plan for the city
which did not come round. In order to materialize new think-
ing, PC II was finalized in 1981 and a separate Directorate of
Structure Plan was established in 1982 which started the plan
preparation process. The process however was too slow.
Meanwhile the Directorate was renamed as Directorate of
Environment Control. The plan got expired by the time it was
approved. Some of its components were though implemented
in bits and pieces half heartedly by the FDA. In 1997, the DEC
again realized the need to update the plan, however this time
resources impacted the pace of work and the authority was
even unable to find town planners. Eventually the DEC ceased
the updating process. 
It is however interesting to note that in order for guiding the

growth and development of the city, the civic agencies in
Faisalabad started implementation of FDA's Structure Plan
1986 on their own. The plan remained in practice until 2000
when local governments took over. Faisalabad was given the
status of city district. The Works and Services Department of
the newly born city district - which works under Town
Administration according to the LGO 2001 - was then respon-
sible for planning and implementation.  Since 2004 to 2009,  the
city government has developed and has been implementing
many strategic operational plans with the assistance of interna-
tional agencies and local philanthropists.  

Source: The Urban Unit, Planning and Development
Department. Government of Punjab, Assessment of Urban
Land Development and Management Practices in Five Large
Cities of Punjab

1 Haider, Irteza. Development of Community based Sanitation Infrastructure in Hassan Pura, Faisalabad, Jan 2008, p. 3



ing support from TMA, UC administra-
tion, CBO or CCB or the community
itself. WASA holds the entire burden on
its shoulders to oversee the sewage mat-
ters.

In UC 246, there is an elementary
school for girls, a primary school for
boys and eight privately run schools for
both boys and girls. It is however stun-
ning to know there is no government
health facility in the UC. There are seven
private dispensaries and clinics however
which try to meet the needs of more than
thirty thousand people and cost home-
based workers considerable cost in case
of pregnancies or someone falls sick in
their family. In just one year, 2005, 620
children were born in the UC. 

UC 246 is comprised of both paved
and unpaved roads and streets. The pop-
ulation is congested with almost no
space for vehicles to easily commute on
them. 

Despite the fact water is available in
terms of WASA-run schemes, however
the women homebased workers com-
plained of low pressure and intermixing
of sewage and clean drinking water
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1. Lyallpur Town

2. Madina Town   

3. Jinnah Town

4. Iqbal Town  

5. Chak Jhumra Town

6. Jaranwala Town

7. Samundri Town

8. Tandianwala Town 
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underground. Partly clean water is pri-
vately available for 10 rupees a canister
of about ten liters. An average house-
hold has to buy about five to ten canis-
ters per month. The UC administration
has mentioned in the community-pro-
file of UC 246 that about eighty percent
of the total population is forced to drink
the unclean water because of poverty
and hassle involved in getting private
water suppliers to their doors steps.
There is about 25 % population which
survives without availability of water.
Similarly, the administration revealed
that 90 % of the population has to live with low pressure of water. 

Disposal of waste is yet another issue in UC 246. It was revealed by the women homebased
workers that there was no facility of the collection of the waste. Such a facility is privately avail-
able to a small pocket of Barkat Pura. Each household here pays Rs. 450 for the disposal of the
waste. This means that the waste swirls around in the streets openly and causing immense health
hazards to the local population. 

Women homebased workers in UC 246 separate grains, beans and pulses from chaff and
waste. It is sad to know that a woman homebased worker earns just 30 rupees after cleaning 40
kilograms of pulses/beans.  Another employment source for homebased workers here is sewing
of the covers of quilts. Sewing of one cover earns a woman only five rupees. On average, eight
to ten covers are sewn in a day provided electricity is available or there is enough daylight.
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Faisalabad, third largely populated city of Pakistan, spreads over 5,856
kilometers. Currently, it has a population of about 3,500,000. It is one of the
most important industrial cities of Pakistan where thousands and thou-
sands of factory workers and homebased workers are engaged, mostly in
textile sector. Women are also part of this industry, from making of thread
to labeling of the spools. In some parts of the city, like Barkat Pura and
Waris Pura, their presence in homebased jobs, like thread making and spool
labeling, is relatively thicker.   
Faisalabad is also home to different religious minorities also. Waris Pura

is one such locality where majority of population hails from Christian com-
munity. Christian women here work as domestic servants as well as home-
based workers. But being Christian in a Muslim conservative society has its
own implications. Religious minorities become victim of discrimination and
even abusive language. One such incident of extreme situation took place last
year when two young Christian boys were shot dead right in front of the

Up against the Apocalypse, Iqbal Begum, from Waris Pura!



Packing of thread-spools is also a
homebased employment equally
exploitative in UC 246. Thread facto-
ries provide open cards, thread-spools
and stickers to the homebased workers.
These women turn these cards into
boxes, paste stickers on the thread
spools and pack them neatly in the done
card boxes. The exploitation part of the
story is that a women earns rupees 4.5
for packing of 120 thread spools. Now
one can calculate how much pulse can
be cleaned, quilt covers can be sewn
and thread spools can actually be packed in a day especially when the rest of the associated tasks
have also to be fulfilled and domestic chores have to be equally dealt with in rain or dry. The
owners of factories and contractors don't pay these women homebased workers for the trans-
portation of material and even for the glue that is used for sticking the paper on thread-spools.
This is a million dollar question how such a worker can afford to buy water canisters privately
when she earns only 50 rupees a day at its best for sewing of the quilts. It is understandable to
see that she and her children are malnourished and the both suffer from different kinds of water-
borne diseases and thereby have to spend a significant portion of income in private clinics or
quacks again on the risk of their health. 
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court while they were coming out. These two boys were shot dead because
they had committed Blasphemy allegedly. Whereas it was a classical example
of insult to the court and the entire judicial process, it was also a question as
to why all cases of blasphemy take place only in the Punjab province.  
But Iqbal Begum is not a Blasphemer of course. She is a Christian widow

and a mother of five girls and two boys. Her life however became literally
agony when not only the Christian boys were killed and Christians protest-
ed but also because Muslim community boycotted the Christian communi-
ty to the effect that employment of the many, especially of hers, had gone in
seconds. She felt threatened of her life and security of her daughters and
boys - who are both addict but love of their mother is no less for them than
she extends to her daughters. 
Iqbal Begum packs spools, from dawn to dusk. What she gets are only

four rupees for a dozen. With all her might, Iqbal is barely able to fend for
two times meal because of immense price hike with respect to every com-
modity in Pakistan. She is unable to pay off her bills and that's why she
remains under debt most of the year. She complains that government does
not have any program for the welfare of Christian community, who are
already poor, poorly educated and poorly served as lesser citizens.



Islamabad
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Slums in the Capital 
Hansan Colony G-8/1, Islamabad, December 9, 2009 

Standing tall due to its planning, development and highest land prices, Islamabad is a host to
11 slums, surprisingly. 

Slums are a common phenomenon in Pakistan partly because of the rural urban migration and
partly because of the political maneuvering of the elite to get cheap servants for their households
ready at hand. Hansan Colony is also of such slums. 

Hansaan is a small Kachi locality of about 800 Pakka households in the heart of G-8/1,
Islamabad. Women home-based
worked in this locality are most-
ly beauticians, candle-makers
and tailors. 

Hansaan is about 25 years'
old community, apparently neat-
ly shaped into quarters-like-set-
tlement which are normally con-
structed for the government
employees in Pakistan. It is a
place where Muslim and
Christian communities coexist
without any major trouble.
Christians are in majority with
about 600 households. You can-
not find any school or hospital in
this colony here. There are about
twelve churches and a mosque
here fending the spiritual if not
other needs, though. Most of the
population here is poor, involved
in a very small scale business,
petty jobs or informal labor in
posh areas of Islamabad and
elsewhere.

Hansaan appeared first on
the landscape of G-8 as a
makeshift arrangement when
development plan of Said Pur
Village was designed. In order to
secure land for creating village
model at Said Pur, CDA moved
some families from then and
gave each of them a plot (of 20 x
30 yards) at G-8/1 with a prom-
ise that they shall get possession
of the land legally very soon and

Capital Development Authority, Islamabad

The Capital Development Authority (CDA) came into
existence on June 14, 1960, first by an executive order issued
on June 24, 1960 entitled the Pakistan Capital Regulation,
which was then superseded by the CDA ordinance issued on
June 27, 1960. The CDA Ordinance constituted the
Authority, laid down its charter and defined its power,
duties, functions and responsibilities. Initially the adminis-
tration of the Authority and its functions were handed
responsibility to a board consisting of three members: the
Chairman, Financial Advisor and one other Member with
the commissioner Rawalpindi acting as an ex-officio
Member. With time, experience and added responsibilities,
the CDA board is now composed of the Chairman and
Members of Planning, Finance, Administration, Estate,
Environment and Engineering. Each member is in charge of
various directorates comprising highly qualified, experi-
enced and capable professionals in various fields and disci-
plines. There are 68 directorates functioning under CDA. 

Major Objectives of CDA are:
n City Maintenance. 
n Citizens Satisfaction. 
n Availability of indispensable necessities. 
n Further expansion of city with the passage of time, 

making amendments to meet requirements of that 
time. 

n To keep city and its environment clean. 
n Acquire land and undertake works in “Specified Area”. 
n Planning and execution of development schemes. 
n Procure plants machinery instruments and materials 
n Enter into contracts. 
n Carry out studies, surveys and research. 
n Removal of any works obstructing in schemes.



that it shall provide them roads, electricity, water, educational institutions within no time. To
which extent CDA's promise materialized is an interesting story which speaks a lot about the
urban planning model in Pakistan.

Electricity came to Hansaan first in 1995. This is about a decade after the households were
actually relocated here. And it was provided when Jai Salik, who is a well-known Christian leader,
used his socio-political stunts and forced the then government to do something for Hansaan. With
all his socio-political influence, he was only able to get just one commercial connection for the
entire community. This incident shows itself how strong the representatives and/or political fig-
ures of the religious minorities are in Pakistan. That connection was provided at a point from
where hundreds of wires spread out like serpents. The main responsibility was with the commu-
nity to pay utility charges each month. For collecting utility charges, the community constituted
a local committee. The idea was good enough to get things working as long as there was no per-
manent arrangement of electricity supply. That committee however became dysfunctional very
soon because people did not pay or delayed payment. Delays and non-payments soon totaled up
a big sum to a level which was beyond the capacity of the users. So, forced by the circumstances,
guys from power supply company came one day, disconnected the supply and declared the com-
munity defaulter. And then many years later, in 2008, CDA provided electricity to G-8/1, but
Hansaan was not lucky enough to get its share. The reason was understood that it was a default-
er. Had it been a loan defaulter, of billions of rupees, like many billionaires of today, it would not
have its connection disconnected in the first place. But because the community was poor, the
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power supply company had all the reasons to
demand full payment to get a clean chit from
them and get the electricity supply in 2008. 

Now this is big question as to how
Hansaan people get electricity supply.  It is
interesting to note that in almost every
unpaved, rather dilapidated, street of this area,
lives a god-gifted electrician. These electri-
cians have stretched all forms and types of
wires, overhead and underground, in all pos-
sible manners, to the nearest main electricity-
supply-posts (which is a box-type installation
put by the CDA from which households are
provided underground electricity connec-
tions) and connected the wires with them,
completely illegally. These guys collect money from their concerned beneficiary households and
bribe the staff of the power supply company and the police every month very religiously to keep
their mouths and eyes shut. This is how government is satisfied with punishment to the default-
ers and Hansaan community goes on since 2008. This does not mean however that the things are
always smooth. The load-shedding coupled with disconnection from the WAPDA whenever sur-
prise checks are made on the orders of higher authorities, creates problems. In those circum-
stances, livelihood options of the poor women home-based workers get the most affected. These
women have weaker eye sight due to the long hours of working in the night. They have to work
till late night to compensate the loss of their time which is stolen away by the domestic chores,
including fetching of water due to the low pressure. The interruption of electricity supply forces
these poor to spend more and more on candles. The cost of candles has also skyrocketed since
load-shedding has gripped the country. This is why many women have started making candles
themselves, at least to be able to cut the cost down and earn some money. 

The case of water supply is almost the same. Some households have installed their own water
pumps and therefore free of worries as long as water table, which is about 70 feet below at the
moment, serves them. Others have worked out their connections breaking into the main supply
line. The method of breaking into the main supply line does not work so effectively though. Those
who are in the first row get the most pressure and those who are at the tail end have to do with
few drops dripping out. So the tail-enders run to the top row to get some share. In so doing, a lot
of quantity of water gets wasted. The government - or CDA more precisely - sees all such things
happening but does not think that water could be of any use to the poor community and that water
is being wasted in this exercise at all. How sluggish is its CDA’s machinery is evident from the
fact that it started giving possession to the households of Hansaan in 1995 and still more than half
of them are dangling in the confusion not knowing as to when they shall have their lucky turn.
Those who were fortunate enough to have possession don't have gas connections, very much like
those who don't have possession at all. In the absence of gas, understandably, the entire popula-
tion has to rely on woods and coals. And it is imaginable that burning woods in 800 households
at least two to three times a day causes immense pollution problems other than posing serious
threats to women and children, especially infants who already have minimum health options in
such localities due to water borne diseases and malnutrition. 
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Planning is a continuous process in which
urban development actions of individuals and
groups are regulated and directed in order to
promote health, convenience and welfare of
all segments of the community. Town plan-
ning has been concerned with ensuring an
orderly and efficient land use pattern and ade-
quate provision of housing, transportation,
utilities and services. The practice of town
planning evolved from an exercise in beautify-
ing a city to a process for managing its devel-
opment (Qadeer, 1983).



Gujrannwala



Homebased Workers in Gujranwala
Amen Abad, Abbas Nagar 

Gujranwala is a city in the north east of the Punjab province. It is the seventh largest city in
Pakistan with a population of 1706438. In 2005, Gujranwala was re-organized as a City-District
composed of seven towns:

1. Khiali Shah Pur Town 
2. Qilah Dedar Singh Town 
3. Aroop Town 
4. Nandi Pur Town 
5. Wazirabad Town 
6. Kamoki Town 
7. Noshehra Virkan Town

Amenabad Abad is located in Khiali Shah
Pur Town. Abbas Nagar is one of the localities
situated in Amen Abad. Most of the home-
based workers in Abbas Nagar do embroidery,
needle work, stitching and stone work on
shirts and dupatas and make colored vermicel-
li and footballs during off season. For vermi-
celli, they get 60 to 70 rupees per day. Middle
person provides them with color and flour. For
stitching footballs, they get 12 to 13 rupees per
piece. 

The measurement instrument for stone
work that the middle person uses to decide
about the payment of HBWs' labor is the lid of
"Pepsi". A homebased worker gets 5 Rs for
pasting one lid full of stones. They paste these
stones with iron. Women noted they were
unable to cope with the rising cost of electric-
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Looking into Gujranwala
Development Planning  

Gujranwala is an industrial city which
grew fast due to the huge influx of refugees
from east Punjab and the town expanded
beyond expectations. The town made a rapid
development, emerged as a promising com-
mercial center, industrial trading hub and
now is one of the few lively centers of eco-
nomic and social activities in the country. 
The first Outline Development Plan

(ODP) was developed for Gujranwala in 1970.
However the rapid urbanization and changing
ground realities forced for a revision in the
development plan. Consequently, updating of
the plan was initiated in 1984 and was final-
ized in next two years. The plan was supposed
to provide planning guidelines from 1986 to
2010 for an area of 94.67 kilometers (munici-
pal limits only), but unfortunately it lacked
any vision statement highlighting the expecta-
tions of the government and community to
improve the quality of life. Another planning
exercise took place in the shape of "Urban
Diagnostic Report on Gujranwala" which was
prepared in 1993 under a project "Feasibilities
Studies and Urban Master Planning of Ten
Cities of Punjab". This document was to some
extent a spatial plan focusing on land use and
infrastructure provisions. Projects were iden-
tified and prioritized but these proposals were
never materialized.   

Source: The Urban Unit, Planning and
Development Department. Government of
Punjab, Assessment of Urban Land
Development and Management Practices in
Five Large Cities of Punjab.



ity and its shortage in peak hours.
For stitching one dress HBWs get 70 to

80 rupees and for peeko of one dupata they
get 3 rupees. Some of the women were earn-
ing their living by stitching rice bags. They
get 1 rupee for stitching one fabric bag for
5kg rice and 1.5 rupees for one plastic bag.

Drinking water is highly contaminated in
Abbas Nagar. That's why complaints of
severe pain in stomach, nauseas, hepatitis,
T.B. and diarrhea are quite common here.
The inhabitants inform that oil factories
which are working in area dispose waste 100
feet down which result into contamination of
water. They further told that companies don't
compensate for the loss and are unaware of
their moral obligation to at least install a
water filtration plant.    

There is no proper system for sanitation
in Abbas Nagar, too. The 35% area of
Gujranwala is deprived of any system of san-
itation. The habitants of Abbas Nagar have to
use hand pump for water. There are no
drainage pipes and gullets. Like many other
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Police can protect, for sexual favors!

Kalsoom (name is fictitious) and her daughters worked as domestic servants and home-
based workers until they were charged by the family of theft and handed over to Gujranwala
police (area undisclosed). 
Kalsoom raised hue and cry and tried to prove innocence but law is the law, and in our local

police culture mostly, it is above the law itself. 
It happened so that one of the custodians of this above-the-law gave a favor to Kalsoom and

got her out of the problem when her daughters were alleged to be involved in theft. Then the
police official started visiting Kalsoom's home. He gave money to her and created such an
image that Kalsoom felt soft and thought she was safe. In no time, that police official became
too intimate and the proximity became a threat to her well being and that of her daughters
when he picked along a man with him and coerced Kalsoom into sexual activity. And soon, it
became regular. So, Kalsoom, sitting in her own house, in need of protection, became a prosti-
tute and exposed to exploitation. 
Kalsoom repents it a lot and seeks God's forgiveness. But she is so threatened that she can-

not even dare take a step. She questions as to why law cannot prove their innocence when they
were genuinely innocent. She questions as to why the law cannot save her from insult, abuse
and torture, and hunger, and is unable to return to her the dignity and respect that she has lost
in search of the same. She is trying to rebuild her homebased work by sewing rice-bags. She gets
85 Rs. per unit for stiching 5 KG rice bags which include the cloth, zip and thread. 



places, there is a great prob-
lem of electricity load-shed-
ding in Abbas Nagar. But the
duration of its absence is
greater than in other places. 

In Abbas Nagar, most of
the houses are kacha. It is
quite exceptional that all
HBWs who were inter-
viewed own their houses,
except one. She gives 1000
Rs rent per month. It shows
HBWs at Abbas Nagar are
really hard workers and com-
promise on daily needs. 

It was noted during the
FGD that HBWs are
deprived of many basic
health services. They
informed that there was no
BHU or Hospital in their
town. The nearest hospital is
4km far and in case of emer-
gency, they have to walk for
10 to 15 minutes to reach the
stop to get any vehicle and
sometimes patient expires on
the way… And in the case of
pregnancies, women suffer
the most.

Most of the HBWs at
Abbas Nagar were found to
be illiterate. A few of those
who participated in FGD
passed eighth grade whereas
only 3 HBWs had floated
through the Intermediate
level.

Most of the children of
these HBWs, especially
girls, were not going to
school because they were
able to bear the expenses of
their education. The girl chil-
dren were also working with
their mothers to enhance
income of their households.
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Salma Rani, around 40 years old, is strug-
gling to survive by doing embroidery and
stone work on shirts and dupatas. She gets
100 to 150 rupees for a shirt and dupata that
she prepares in 2 days. She said, with great
grief, "The middle person pays very low and
even the payment is sometimes delayed."
Salma used to live in Sialkot. She came to

Gujranwala because her husband got seri-
ously ill and lost and his job consequently.
She moved to Gujranwala for his treatment.
Here she was living with her family (one hus-
band and nine children) at her mother's
house.
Salma was used to stitch footballs in

Sialkot. She got 50 to 75 Rs for stitching one
football. Her husband used to get order for
her. But when she came to Gujranwala, and
had to rely on what the middle person had to
offer, she got only 12 to 13 Rs for stitching
one football. It was a very low price for a very
tough and hard work. Her fingers are
deformed and eye sight is weak. Salma told
when she came to Gujranwala nobody in her
locality knew how to stitch football. So she
taught some women how to sew the football.
She told she had to stitch footballs nights and
night over sitting in a posture that caused
backache and stress in her muscles. She said,
"I have seen very hard days in my life.
Sometimes I had to work the whole night for
my husband's medicines and to meet the
household expenses, especially of my chil-
dren's education. I brought up my children
with great difficulty." 
Salma told that she has nine sisters-in-

law. Her husband was their only brother. So,
after her husband's illness, she got her sisters-
in-law married and gave them dowry as well.
She is satisfied her husband recovered and
got a job of picking stone from railway lines.

Salma Rani



The HBWs informed
that half of the population
of Abbas Nagar is
deprived of the facility of
natural gas. Some of the
HBWs told that they have
given application for gas
for two years almost but
were still waiting. Since
natural gas is unavailable,
they we were using woods
for the cooking and heat-
ing purposes. They added
that the price of the dried
wood was so high that
they could hardly afford to

cook meals. Winters and rainy season are always crucial for Abbas Nagar population. In winters,
people have to rely on in-door burning of woods and coals, which are already costly by then, to
keep warm. Burning of coals indoors is lethal. There are people in Abbas Nagar who share sto-
ries of women and children expiring due to suffocation. So, women homebased workers told that
they have to keep themselves awake in order to make sure things were right. In rainy season, it
becomes a hard nut to crack for them to burn the woods. To ensure rapid combustion, these
women have to spend extra sum on kerosene oil. So, both seasons have complications for
women workers.   

Abbas Nagar is also deprived of any regular maintenance of its roads and streets. Due to the
negligence of the concerned administration, the roads are broken and streets are filled with litter
of the sort. People throw litter out in the streets because there was no system of garbage collec-
tion in place. The community has also not tried any system of their own. The reason is obvious-
ly the low level of consciousness and collective social responsibility and the absence of any cat-
alytic force in the area. 

It is however interesting
to note that some households
in Abbas Nagar have pooled
money and bought a piece of
land for boys' school.  Every
household pays 600 rupees
as its share. The idea is to use
the plot as a school in very
near future. Though the
school shall be without any
boundary wall, drinking
water facility and toilet and
classes will be held under
trees, it is clearly indicated
that the people of Abbas
Nagar feel that education is
the only way education. And
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at the same time, it is also sad that girls will be out of the priority list at this stage.
During the FGD, it was also revealed that women of Abbas Nagar (Gujranwala) have never

cast votes. They told they did not have their ID Cards. They were of the view that participating
in the electoral process as voters was a meaningless exercise because no elected representative
has ever visited their community after he was elected to learn about their problems and talk with
them about the possibility of addressing them. 

HBWs at Abbas Nagar told that health department personnel visit them for vaccination of
their children. Some organizations like KASHF are running credit programs in the area for the
poor. One of the HBWs took the credit of 30,000 Rs for small business and was paying back the
installments.
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Shafiq and Gama, residents of Gujjar Mohallah and Girjakh, have sever-
al dissimilarities expect one thing, i.e., they used to rear flocks and then both
quit.  
It is almost a year when Shafiq and Gama said goodbye to their business

because they were just unable to pay their bills. They income was unable to
pay off their bills, and even the cost of transportation and the fodder they
had to buy, in rain or dry. 
There were, however, two more reasons which prompted Shafiq and

Gama to quit livestock and prefer absolute hunger. The first reason was the
decision of the city administration of pushing them out of the city premises
because livestock 'littered' the city. This caused immense economic burden,
from re-settlement to transportation costs. The second reason was that many
times, the livestock injured or killed themselves by falling in one or the other
open-manholes that are in abundance, courtesy to the addicts. The addicts
sold their lids and performance of the city administration, including police,
is such that they cannot even protect lids of the manholes.  And it is almost
a year when Shafiq and Gama, and God knows how many, left their business
but they are wondering as to why the city has not become clean. They say it
has become even filthier. The open manholes are also still open and they
continue to injure children and elderly especially in rainy season when water
in the streets makes it impossible for one to notice pitfalls. 

Shafiq and Gama Quit Livestock, Courtesy City Administration



Rawalpindi 



Rawalpindi and HBWs

Naseer Abad and Raja Sultan 

Rawalpindi took its current compact shape during 1968-1996 due to maximum development
momentum. The city being a military headquarter has a very strong economic base. 

Naseer Abad and Raja Sultan comprise of lower middle class, in outskirts of Rawalpindi. These
are densely populated of Muslim and
Christian communities which migrat-
ed from Sialkot, Narowal, Pasroor,
Faisalabad and Chakwal. 

The inhabitants of Naseer Abad
and Raja Sultan do various different
jobs, depending upon the available
opportunities. Some work in a textile
mill near Raja Sultan and a diapers
factory in Naseer Abad. Others are
domestic workers. One may find other
groups of workers too in both these
localities. For example, there is a
group of HBWs who packs Henna
(Mehndi) and other sorts of stuff.
There is also a group who has turned
one nook or the other of their house
into a small shop which remains as
poorly stocked as any new govern-
ment in Pakistan always complains
about national reserves. The most
affected group is of domestic workers
the livelihood of whom entirely
depends on the possibility of getting
any place in the nearby areas, get
employment at reasonable wages,
which is not more than 500 rupees per
task (for example, cleaning, dish-
washing, ironing, etc.), trust of the
families and the supply/storage of
electricity and water.  Their employ-
ment or wages get immensely affect-
ed, for example, if electricity is shut
down for four hours in a day. They
cannot wash clothes during that time.
This not only reduces their income but
also puts on them extra burden for compensating their loss. Similarly, if natural gas pressure is low
in winters, they cannot cook as early as they might do when gas pressure is regular.    

Naseer Abad and Raja Sultan offer a Havaeli culture for poor residents. This concretely means
that people live in a big house further compartmentalized into several single-room units which
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Brief on Rawalpindi’s Development
Rawalpindi is (feeder of Cantonment and General

Head Quarter) an administrative city with the given
name “Interim Capital” of Pakistan.
The first Master Plan of city was prepared in 1968-

69 for a period of 20 years. However, it was not imple-
mented in its true spirit thus resulting in an unplanned
growth of the city and shanty settlements sprang all
over. The main reasons for the in effective implemen-
tation are as follows. First, the officials of the
Municipal Corporation (the agency for implementa-
tion) did not bother at all to go through the proposals
of the plan. Second, due to the shifting of the Federal
Capital from Karachi to Islamabad/Rawalpindi and
bringing more demand for residential and office
accommodation. Hence, transit agreements were
made by overlooking the plan proposals. 
In view of the accelerated growth of the city, the

Directorate Metropolitan Planning, Rawalpindi
Development Authority (RDA) formulated a Guided
Development Plan in 1990s. The main objective of this
plan was to ensure the right way of roads in the expan-
sion of Rawalpindi. To a certain extent, the RDA has
been successful in ensuring the right way of some
roads proposed in the Guided Development Plan.
However, this plan would not be approved by the
Authority. The latest planning tool has been imple-
mented in the form of Rawalpindi Master Plan (1996-
2016).
The Rawalpindi Master Plan is claimed to provide

broad guidelines for a systematic and planned growth
of the city. This was plan was prepared by the Regional
Physical Planning Office, Housing & Physical
Planning Rawalpindi in 1991.  



have their kitchens
inside. Toilets are
commonly shared by
5 to 8 families who
are forced by the cir-
cumstances to live in
such squalid condi-
tions. But it is cer-
tainly shocking to
know that each fam-
ily pays about 2500
rupees rent for their
room. Needless to
mention that utility
bills bend their
backs. Families here don't have enough resources to spend on their own wellbeing. It was report-
ed in the FGD that most of the homebased workers in Naseer Abad and Raja Sultan suffer from
tuberculosis.  It is however sad that the community is even unaware to get the patients to the hos-
pitals where government has special arrangement for TB patients. 

With regards to catastrophes, Rawalpindi features high in the national scenario every two to
three years. This is because the main sewage drain - which is known as Lai Nullah - runs through
the city. In 2001, this Nullah was in spate and rendered about 400,000 people homeless. Sewage
water had risen up to about 50 feet at that time, ruining everything of the poor lot and leaving them
nothing to fall back on.  

Lai Nullah Basin (Nullah in
Pakistan's National Language
URDU means Tributary
River/Stream) has a catchment area
of 239.8 Km² (161.2 Km² in
Islamabad and 73.6 Km² in
Rawalpindi) and a length of about
30 Km, stretching from the
Margalla hills in Federal Capital
City Islamabad at the Northwestern
edge until Soan River at the Southy-
eastern edge in District Rawalpindi
of Province of the Punjab.

The present water supply
capacity in the Lai Nullah Basin
area is about 785 Million Liters per
day in total. Out of the total water
supply, the service area of Capital
Development Authority in federal
Capital, Islamabad shares 507.33 Million Liters per day, while the service area of Water &
Sanitation Agency (WASA) OF Rawalpindi city and can its Cantonment share 122.74 Million Liter
per day and 155.48 Million Liter per day respectively. The source of above water supply capacity
is divided into surface water and ground-water. Groundwater is abstracted in the Case Study area
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Globalization has led to direct foreign investment in
Asian cities along with the development of a more
aggressive business sector at the national level. This has
resulted in the establishment of corporate sector indus-
tries, increased tourism, building of elite townships with
foreign investment, gentrification of the historic core of
many cities and a rapid increase in the middle classes. As
a result, poor communities are being evicted from land
that they occupy in or near the city centres, often without
compensation, or are being relocated formally or infor-
mally to land on the city fringes far away from their place
of work, education, recreation and from better health
facilities. This process has meant an increase in land
prices due to which the lower middle income groups
have been adversely affected and can no longer afford to
purchase or rent a house in the formal land and housing
market. They are relocating to the peri-urban areas.

Confronting the Urban Paradigm by Arif Hasan



by 450 tube-wells (182 in CDA Area, 194 in WASA area and 74 in Cantonment area). 
The surface water supply capacity of the study area is 528.70 Million Liters per day, which

actually is the capacity of seven treatment plants. They abstract raw water from dam reservoirs, or
directly from the natural flow discharge of small distributaries. Principal surface water sources in
Lai Nullah basin come from Simly Dam on Soan River, Khanpur Dam on Haro River and Rawal
Dam on Kurang River. Presently the flood water, as it originates from the upper four major tribu-
taries, is not being utilized for any of the urban or irrigation purposes. Rather whatever flood water
is generated it goes as waste water to Soan River besides inundating low lying areas.

Scraps of descriptions about post floods, as collected from several study reports indicate that,
in the Lai Nullah Basin area, flood has occurred with the frequency of 19 years, at least in 59 years
from 1944 to 2002.

In Rawalpindi City, being on the lower elevation, low-lying areas along Lai Nullah and tributar-
ies suffer from even small floods. Serious flood events to occur along in particular: the main stream
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Naseem Akhtar, aging 45, is resident of Rawalpindi, Mohalla Baghdadi,
Chaklala. Hers is an irregular, low income settlement, sprawling on the sides
of the railway lines. Naseem is mother of four boys and a girl. Her husband is
now 80 and retired very long ago, from a black-collared job in Supreme Court
of Pakistan. Since his retirement, he has remained unable to find any
respectable job and now his age and physical condition obviously don't not
allow him to do anything on his own.  
Naseem is a home based worker.  She weaves cots and knits trouser strings

and sweaters, depending on which thing comes first. She gets 100 to 150
rupees for a cot, 25 to 30 rupees for a trouser string, 50 for a hair string and
between 200 to 400 rupees per piece of embroidery.  She can weave two
trouser strings in a day. Similarly, she can weave a cot in a day. Sweater needs
three days at least.
Things seem to have taken the worst form for Naseem. She suffers from

tuberculosis. She has poor eyesight and muscular spasms too.  And she along
with 11 other members lives in a one and a half roomed house which does not
have a cemented roof. Her family has to do without water and gas supply con-
nections.  So, this family has to run to the public water supply scheme between
9 and 12 a.m. every day in order to be able to avoid missing water related jobs.
They have to buy firewood to keep their stove operational too. So, against the
total income of 13,000 rupees at their best, they spend 16,000 per month. They
are constantly under debt. Naseem's brother also chips in when he recovers a
little from protracted epilepsy. His each-day tablet costs 100 rupees.  Her chil-
dren also do contribute though it is just precious jobs they happen to have. 
Naseem told her life was miserable. She cannot afford her own medication

even. She also told that public health institutions were far flung and it costs a
whole day of travel and waiting in the queue and then loss of resources accrued
on travelling.  

Naseem Akhtar: Up Against the Odds!



between Gunj Mandi
Bridge and Railway
Bridge and the tribu-
taries of Arya Nullha
(Dhok Rata Nullah
Dhok Charaghdin).
Flood inundation starts
in these areas once the
water level of Lai
Nullah reaches 18 feet
(491.5 m) at Gawal
Mandi Bridge.

The flood in 2001
has been the largest
and heaviest among the
recorded floods, and
thus can be taken as a
national disaster. On
July 23, 2001, a total of
620 mm rainfall was
recorded in a spar of
only 10 hours (0600
hours to 16 hours PST)
AT Islamabad Met sta-
tion. A total of 74
human lives were lost,
about 400,000 people
were affected, 742 cat-
tle head were totally
perished, 1,087 houses
were completely dam-
aged in Rawalpindi
besides some 2,448
partially damaged.
Estimates indicate a
damage/loss of more
than 15 billion rupees
(US $ 0.25 billion) to
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e ,
Government property
and to Small and
Medium scale
Business Enterprises2. 
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2 Source: Integrated Flood Management Case Study, Pakistan: Lai Nullah Basin Flood Problem
Islamabad - Rawalpindi Cities, the Associated Program on Flood Management. January 2004, Edited By Technical
Support Unit

Rulli Begum, 50 years, lives at Fazal Town,
Chaklala. Hers is a very small house with 10 mem-
bers crammed together. Her husband died five year
ago. Before his death, Rulli's own life was as much
miserable as it is now because he, who was an
employee of Air Force, did not give her even a penny. 
Rulli has been working since 20 years as home

based worker. She receives a small amount of her
husband's pension.  The children's allowance is
though stopped since they turned 18. Eldest of her
children, who is a boy, works at a Compressed
Natural Gas (CNG) Station. The younger one is
employee of a printing press. She herself runs a poor-
ly stocked shop stalled at the doorstep. In her shop
and in hours at the back, she kits sweaters or does
embroidery work. Accumulatively, her income does
not exceed 20,000 rupees a month. And this is cer-
tainly the entire household's income because this is a
joint family.  She in her personal capacity earns 300
rupees a day on average.  
Rulli told that most part of her income is con-

sumed by medication. She complained that govern-
ment had not given even a single facility to the people
like her. She told she herself was a TB patient and got
treated during 3 months' hospitalization and it was a
mess when she got admitted there. She revealed that
her family had almost starved during that time. She
added that her daughter-in-law and her daughter are
patient of TB and they are unable to afford her med-
ication on regular basis. Her daughter in law suffers
from epilepsy too. Her own elder son suffers from
Hepatitis C and this is his wife and daughters who are
patients. All these members are living together and
they don't have awareness or provision to avoid health
disaster. Rulli blames that the intense life and absence
of provisions have put them to face diseases and
poverty and the government was just blind.   

Disease Bomb Is Ticking!
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Intestine cleaning business perturbs residents

Khalid Iqbal, Sunday, February 12, 2011

The residents of some densely populated localities particularly Ganjmandi are suffering
due to the booming business of cleaning intestines of slaughtered animals. The residents of
Ganjmandi have registered a case against the people behind this irritating business with the
Ganjmandi Police Station, but to no avail, as the people attached to the business are freely pol-
luting the streets and narrow alleys of the locality. Police have registered a case under Sections
278, 268/269 against Sher Khan and some others, but no action has been taken against them.
A survey conducted by 'The News' revealed that the workers of big businessmen buy intes-

tines of animals from slaughterhouses and butchers in bulk. "The initial cleaning of intestines
is being carried out in Safdarabad near Ganjmandi, Lalkurti, Ratta Amral and Sihala for
decades," he added. The sources said that intestines are then boiled for further cleaning. The
process of boiling intestines gives a foul smell, which is unbearable for people, living in the
vicinity.
Tehsil Municipal Officer (TMO) Rawal Town Shahzad Haider admitting the fact said that

people living in narrow alleys are facing great difficulties because of cleaning process of intes-
tines. He said that many a time he had imposed fines on people affiliated with the intestine
business. Final drive against the people attached with this business will be launched soon, he
added. 
Rawalpindi-Islamabad Slaughterhouses former general manager Dr. Shahbaz Anjum said

that businessmen purchase intestines from slaughterhouses and take them to different locali-
ties for initial cleaning process. After initial cleaning process, they send intestines to Lahore
and Karachi for sterilisation. Different companies use these sterilised intestines for packaging,
he said. 
Dr. Mehmood Ahmed of the Holy Family Hospital said that the cleaning process of intes-

tines is very dangerous for human health. People may suffer from eye allergies due to it. He
advised people to cover their noses and eyes while passing through a place where such an
activity is taking place. 
The residents of Ganjmandi, Safdarabad, Dhoke Ratta complained that people attached

with intestine cleaning business clean them in their houses. According to them, offals are
thrown in garbage dumps outside their houses. Mohammad Jamil, a resident of Ganjmandi,
said that it is hard for them to breathe as foul smell is all over the place during the process of
cleaning of intestines. 



Policy Recommendations 

Common people are the main stakeholders in the urban development activities because all
plans and development projects affect their lives. They also form the ‘informal sector’ of our
economy. People are the real ‘clients’ for all welfare projects and in fact they are the sponsors/
financers of all community development projects. However, different interest groups are the
stakeholders for different types of development works. For example, a business community (of
shopkeepers) in a bazaar may be interested in the improvement of a road in front of their shops,
while a group of Katchi Abadi dwellers may be interested in the provision of sewerage system in
their area. When the people are involved in various community projects, they own them and hap-
pily cooperate in the maintenance and safeguarding the services being provided. Similarly, the
cost of the development projects is also reduced because of people’s contribution in the form of
labor or cash in matching grants projects. People’s participation in the implementation of the
plans increases their level of satisfaction with the services and results in the empowering them. A
famous proverb says, ‘Union is strength’. Therefore, community organization i.e. bringing unity
among people leads to community empowerment. This empowerment of powerless and disinte-
grated ‘have-nots’ consequently helps resolve all types of community problems. Therefore, peo-
ple must be organized and involved in the development activities at the planning, implementation
and maintenance stages. This is the first lesson for government as well as non-government insti-
tutions which are working on home-based workers rights. People, especially the home based
workers, must be involved in planning, implementation and maintenance stages of the Master
Plans. This research tells us that since no socio-economic surveys were conducted for the prepa-
ration of master plans, the opinions and suggestions of the target group population could not be
obtained3. 

Given the complexity of issues and realities, Pakistan needs to introduce the concept of
Urban Governance given the size and complexity of the issue of urban planning with regards to
problems of home-based workers, especially women. Urban governance is one of the fundamen-
tal pillars of good governance if we explain its credentials. For example, according to the Urban
Development Index set by the UN Habitat, “The result of good governance [should be] devel-
opment that gives priority to poor, advances the cause of women, sustains the environment, and
creates needed opportunities for employment and other livelihood4. Such a priority cannot be
given unless the poor themselves are part of the urban planning process. This is best reflected in
the UNDP report while it defines governance as “the exercise of political, economic and admin-
istrative authority in the management of a country’s affairs at all levels.  It comprises the mech-
anisms, processes and institutions, through which citizens and groups articulate their interests,
exercise their legal rights, meet their obligations and mediate their differences”5. Similarly, a
good governance vis-à-vis urban planning and development is the one which is based on seven
principles of sustainability, subsidiarity, equity, efficiency, transparency and accountability, civic
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3 Implementation Of Master Plans In Punjab, Pakistan By
Prof. Dr. S. Shabih-ul-Hassan Zaidi, Dean, Faculty of Architecture and Planning, University of Engineering &
Technology, Lahore. Email: shabih52@hotmail.com 
And Mr. Shaker Mahmood Mayo, Assistant Professor, City & Regional Planning Department, University of
Engineering & Technology, Lahore. Email: mayoshaker@hotmai.com
4 Re-conceptualizing Governance, UNDP, 1997. Pg. 1
5 UNDP (1997) Governance for Sustainable Human Development, UNDP, New York, pp. 2-3.  See also the draft
Working Consensus Definition of Governance presented to the U.N. Consultative Committee on Programme and
Operational Questions (ACC/2000/POQ/CRP.20 of 14 September 2000).



engagement and security and finally recommended the adoption of five UN principles of Good
Urban Governance6.

Here effectiveness refers to efficiency, subsidiarity and strategic vision. It measures the exist-
ing mechanisms and the socio-political environment for institutional efficiency (through sub-
sidiarity and effective predictability) in financial management and planning, delivery of services
and response to civil society concerns7”. 

Equity means sustainability, gender equality and intergenerational equity. It implies inclusive-
ness with unbiased access (be it for economically weaker sections, women, children or elderly,
religious or ethnic minorities or the physically disabled) to basic necessities (nutrition, education,
employment and livelihood, health care, shelter, safe drinking water, sanitation and others) of
urban life, with institutional priorities focusing on pro-poor policies and an established mecha-
nism for responding to the basic services8.

Accountability stands for transparency, rule of law and responsiveness. Transparency means
that mechanisms are present and effective for transparency in the operational functions of the
local government; responsiveness towards the higher level of the local government, local popu-
lation and civic grievances; and standards for professional and personal integrity and rule of law
and public policies are applied in transparent and predictable manner.

Participation entails citizenship, consensus orientation and civic engagement and security
means conflict resolution, human security and environmental safety. It means that mecha-
nisms that promote strong local representative democracies through inclusive, free and fair
municipal elections. It also includes participatory decision-making processes, where the civic
capital, especially of the poor is recognized and there exists consensus orientation and citizen-
ship9”.

These are basically the most important cardinal values using which urban governance needs
to be mapped. 

In the light of the issues and standards of development planning, this analysis proposes fol-
lowing policy recommendations:
1. The urban development policies should developed with the integrated approach, especially by 

coordination of all development authorities working in specific district and province and by 
closely monitoring the growth of population and urbanization

2. International instruments, such as International Labor Organization’s Convention 177 (Annex 
3) and, the National Policy, which holds "Equality and Non-discrimination, Elimination of 
Exploitation, Empowerment of Women, Social and Economic Well-Being of the People and 
Freedom of Association at the center, should be the guiding principal.  

3. The Government [must] devise a mechanism for the mandatory and free registration of all 
HBWs, in all public and private sectors of the economy, especially industries, through a tiered 
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6 See UN-HABITAT Global Campaign on Urban Governance Minutes of Inter-Agency Meeting on the Principles of
Good Urban Governance, June 2001 at http://www.unhabitat.org/governance/
7 Definition proposed as result of the recommendations of the EGM on UGI, 2002. The meeting recommended the
inclusion of concepts of mandate and subsidiarity and less emphasis on local government and finance in the definition.
8 The EGM on UGI, 2002 recommended that the emphasis of the definition should be on the institutional mechanism
and efforts that promote pro-poor policies.
9Definition proposed as result of the recommendations of The Expert Group Meeting on Urban Governance Index,
2002. The meeting recommended the inclusion of key words, local democracy, role of national government, civic capi-
tal and segregating representative and participative democracy. The indicators for private sector participation were not
detailed out due to the complexities in measurement.
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system at the Federal, Provincial, District, Tehsil/Taluka and Union Council levels. The 
details of this mechanism [must] be formulated in consultation with all the relevant federal 
line Ministries and provincial Departments, in order to avoid duplication and to promote 
coordination. Registration [must] automatically entitle HBWs to social protection and 
insurance provisions10.

4. The urban planning development should be based on sex-desegregated data which is 
generally unavailable due to the absence of any such mechanism of data collection and 
management. There must be functional mechanisms within ministries, departments, 
directorates, attached departments and local government authorities (especially of planning 
and development related) which must ensure gender responsive budgeting. The component of 
gender responsive budgeting cannot be complete unless women are part of the decisions about 
budgeting making itself. The database should essentially reflect the issues and needs of the 
women home-based workers.   

5. The capacities of the concerned staff of the development authorities, institutions and 
ministries should be enhanced so that they are able to effectively conduct gender analysis 
beyond simple division of sex, by looking into complex and subtle needs of specific 
population groups, especially women home-based workers. 

6. Capacity of the organizations working with and for home based workers needs to be 
strengthened through strategic planning and other means so that they are able to efficiently 
take up the issues and create successful models of home-based workers rights11.  

7. Peoples’ awareness about policies should be raised. Those policy components and 
approaches should be given prime considerations which seek to involve communities in 
policy formulation and implementation, such as taken up in national sanitation policy, local 
government ordinance, health policy, etc.

8. There must be a minimum level of compliance with building and sanitation rules. The 
authorities need to develop low cost plans that must ensure ventilation, electricity supply and 
sanitation services and assist communities in building houses according to the plan. Also, the 
urban planning departments need to make sure that the alternative places for any particular 
business must be allocated after assessment of the possible impact on environment, growth 
and expansion rate of the cities, distance from market and facilities and economic 
implications involved especially for the home-based workers. It is advisable to work with the 
people in order to map new possibilities. 

9. Corporate sector needs to be involved in clean water supply schemes. It is however important 
to note that monopoly does not serve the purpose. Another arrangement is communities 
control services through their own but high-powered bodies.  

10. It is also important for home-based workers to be educated about movements of their rights 
and of examples that different groups have set in different countries. Organizations that are 
working for and with home based workers have an added role to collect and disseminate such 
pieces of information so that home-based groups replicate them and connect to the overall 
picture and small movements grow to a larger footprint. Organizations have to put together a 
lot of efforts on the urban planning front.  

10 National Policy on Home Based Workers, Ministry of Women's Development, in Collaboration with Ministry of
Labour and Manpower, Islamabad, 2009
11 Rafiq Jaffer & Razia Jaffer, “Structure Study of Organizations of or Working with Home Based Workers in Pakistan”
HomeNet Pakistan, 2010; http://homenetpakistan.org/HNPSSReport.pdf 
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Urban Planning in Pakistan: Historical Perspective

Stages in Urban Planning: Urban Planning at Independence (1947-1960)

Concepts
Functional efficiency and public health: wide, straight roads, provision of water
and sewage system, segregation of land use, open space provision, garden sub-
urbs; regulation of new development

Plan No comprehensive plan; piecemeal layout of areas by military/civilian engineers

Agencies Public Works Boards, Improvement Trusts, Cantonment Boards

Law Town Improvement Act 1922; Cantonment Acts

Skills Civil and Sanitation engineering

Comments

Transplant of nineteenth century; British analysis of urban problems and reme-
dies, planning emphasized role of public health dealing with urban renewal, by-
laws to define minimum road widths; planning schemes for suburban expansion
in larger towns and cities

Planning Approaches (1980-2000)

Concept
Long range development plan system prepared and examined in the light of nation-
al and regional policies, regulation of private sector land development; segregation
of land uses, road widening in existing areas and road building in expansion areas

Plans Structure Plans, Master Plans, Outline Development Plan

Agencies
Development Authorities, Defense Housing Authorities, Local Councils, Housing
and Physical Planning Department

Law
Land Acquisition Act 1894; Development of Cities Act 1976; Punjab Local
Government Ordinance 1979; Pakistan Environmental Protection Act 1997; Land
Disposal Act 1998

Skills
Data collection in limited time than plan making;  more emphasis on policy rather
than detailed maps, move away from architectural/engineering style to planning
style, town planners and economist as experts

Comments

Influenced by the British Development Plan System of 1970s; attempt was made
to introduced Structure Plan and Local Plan System. However, lack of expertise in
the preparation and interpretation of policies could not sustain this effort
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Stages in Urban Planning: Urban Planning at Independence (1947-1960)

Concepts
Private sector development, environmental protection, community involvement
and empowerment, cost effectiveness with limited resources, flexibility, innova-
tive demonstration projects

Plan Master Plans, Zoning Plans, Land Use Plans, Spatial Plans

Agencies
PHATA, City District Government, Tehsil/Town Municipal Administration,
Development Authorities, Defense Housing Authorities

Law
PLGO 2001, Land Disposal Act 1998, Land Acquisition Act 1894, Development
of Cities Act 1976, PHATA Ordinance 2002, DHA Order, 2002

Skills
Listening, networking, negotiating, management, monitoring, appraisal and
impact assessment

Comments
New “wine” in “old” bottle, urban planning has yet to take its shape to apply the
above concepts

Local
Government
Tier

Planning Related Functions

City District
Government

n Approval of master plans, zoning, land use plans, including classification and 
reclassification of land, environment control, urban design, urban renewal and 
ecological balances

n Review implementation of rules and by-laws governing land use, housing, 
markers, zoning, environment, roads, traffic, tax, infrastructure and public utilities

n Approval of development schemes for beautification of areas along rivers
n Preparation of spatial plan for the town in collaboration with Zilla and Union 

Councils including plans for land  use, zoning, functions for which the TMA is 
responsible within the framework of spatial/master plan for the city district

n Town Municipal Administration

Town
Municipal
Administration

n Exercise control over land use, land subdivision, land development and zoning
by public and private sector for any purpose including agriculture, industry, 
commerce, markets, shopping and other employment centers, residential 
recreation parks, passenger and transportation freight and transit stations within 
the framework of the spatial and master plan of the city districts.

n Compilation of information provided by union and village councils of prioritized 
projects

n Coordination of development plans and projects with Union Administration

Union
Council

n Collection and maintenance of statistical information for socio-economic 
surveys

n Consolidation of ward and neighborhood development needs and to priorities 
these into union-wide development proposals

n Identification of deficiencies in the delivery of services and making 
recommendation for improvement thereof to the concerned TMA
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FGDs Calendar and Partners

# City FGD Date FGD Organizing Partner Participants

1 Lahore November 19-20, 09 Aghaz Foundation & 39

Bulleh Shah Foundation

2 Faisalabad November 21, 09 Sarsabz Foundation 20

3 Islamabad December, 09 Punkh Livelihood Development Society 15

4 Gujranwala February 17, 10 19

5 Rawalpindi February 27, 10 Punkh Livelihood Development Society 19

Total 112



Punjab Assembly for Protection of the

Rights of Homebased Workers

The Punjab Assembly passed a unanimous resolution for
protecting the rights of domestic workers in 2008. It states:
"This session of the Punjab Assembly is determined to protect
the rights of 8.52 million Homebased Workers, major portion
of which comprised of women and appreciates their role in
the economy of the country. These domestic workers repre-
sent 70 per cent of the total population of women. These
workers are associated with diverse domestic industries,
including football and carpet manufacturing industry, wood-
works, handlooms, embroidery and packing of different types
of goods. This session recognizes the need of effective laws
for protecting the rights of these workers. This house under-
stands that the problems like protecting the rights of domestic
workers, indiscriminate treatment at workplaces, child labour,
forced labour, implementation of minimum wage policy,
access to social security services and work timetable need
immediate attention and solution. This house recommends the
provincial and federal governments for adopting immediate
measures for the solution of these problems of domestic
workers with the objective of improving economy. The poli-
cy to include domestic workers in the net of labour laws and
reserving funds for their progress and improvement would
help making Pakistan a prosperous country. This session rec-
ommends for launching a campaign to register domestic
workers at the Union Council level for effective execution of
their welfare project.

Newsletter HomeNet Pakistan, Issue 4
http://homenetpakistan.org/newsletter4.php?m=4
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International Labor Organization's Convention 177

C177 Home Work Convention, 1996 
Convention concerning Home Work (Note: Date of coming into force: 
22:04:2000) 
Convention: C177 
Place: Geneva 
Session of the Conference: 83 
Date of adoption: 20:06:1996

Subject classification: Conditions of employment 
Subject: Specific Categories of Workers

Status: Up-to-date instrument This Convention was adopted after
1985 and is considered up to date. 

The General Conference of the International Labour Organization, 
Having been convened at Geneva by the Governing Body of the International

Labour Office, and having met in its Eighty-third Session on 4 June 1996, and 
Recalling that many international labour Conventions and Recommendations

laying down standards of general application concerning working conditions are
applicable to homeworkers, and 

Noting that the particular conditions characterizing home work make it desir-
able to improve the application of those Conventions and Recommendations to
homeworkers, and to supplement them by standards which take into account the
special characteristics of home work, and 

Having decided upon the adoption of certain proposals with regard to home
work, which is the fourth item on the agenda of the session, and 

Having determined that these proposals shall take the form of an internation-
al Convention; 

adopts, this twentieth day of June of the year one thousand nine hundred and
ninety-six, the following Convention, which may be cited as the Home Work
Convention, 1996: 

Article 1 

For the purposes of this Convention: 
(a) the term home work means work carried out by a person, to be referred to as a 

homeworker, 
(i) in his or her home or in other premises of his or her choice, other than the 

workplace of the employer; 
(ii) for remuneration; 
(iii) which results in a product or service as specified by the employer, irrespective of 

who provides the equipment, materials or other inputs used, 
(iv) unless this person has the degree of autonomy and of economic independence 

necessary to be considered an independent worker under national laws, 
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regulations or court decisions; 
(b) persons with employee status do not become homeworkers within the meaning of this

Convention simply by occasionally performing their work as employees at home, 
rather than at their usual workplaces; 

(c) the term employer means a person, natural or legal, who, either directly or through an 
intermediary, whether or not intermediaries are provided for in national legislation, 
gives out home work in pursuance of his or her business activity. 

Article 2 

This Convention applies to all persons carrying out home work within the meaning of Article 1. 

Article 3 

Each Member which has ratified this Convention shall adopt, implement and periodically
review a national policy on home work aimed at improving the situation of homeworkers, in
consultation with the most representative organizations of employers and workers and, where
they exist, with organizations concerned with homeworkers and those of employers of home-
workers. 

Article 4 

1. The national policy on home work shall promote, as far as possible, equality of treatment
between homeworkers and other wage earners, taking into account the special characteristics of
home work and, where appropriate, conditions applicable to the same or a similar type of work
carried out in an enterprise. 
2. Equality of treatment shall be promoted, in particular, in relation to: 

(a) the homeworkers' right to establish or join organizations of their own choosing and to 
participate in the activities of such organizations; 

(b) protection against discrimination in employment and occupation; 
(c) protection in the field of occupational safety and health; 
(d) remuneration; 
(e) statutory social security protection; 
(f) access to training; 
(g) minimum age for admission to employment or work; and 
(h) maternity protection. 

Article 5 

The national policy on home work shall be implemented by means of laws and regulations, col-
lective agreements, arbitration awards or in any other appropriate manner consistent with nation-
al practice. 

Article 6 

Appropriate measures shall be taken so that labour statistics include, to the extent possible, home
work. 
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Article 7 

National laws and regulations on safety and health at work shall apply to home work, taking account
of its special characteristics, and shall establish conditions under which certain types of work and
the use of certain substances may be prohibited in home work for reasons of safety and health. 

Article 8 

Where the use of intermediaries in home work is permitted, the respective responsibilities of
employers and intermediaries shall be determined by laws and regulations or by court decisions,
in accordance with national practice. 

Article 9 

1. A system of inspection consistent with national law and practice shall ensure compliance with
the laws and regulations applicable to home work. 
2. Adequate remedies, including penalties where appropriate, in case of violation of these laws
and regulations shall be provided for and effectively applied. 

Article 10 

This Convention does not affect more favourable provisions applicable to homeworkers under
other international labour Conventions. 

Article 11 

The formal ratifications of this Convention shall be communicated to the Director-General of the
International Labour Office for registration. 

Article 12 

1. This Convention shall be binding only upon those Members of the International Labour
Organization whose ratifications have been registered with the Director-General of the
International Labour Office. 
2. It shall come into force 12 months after the date on which the ratifications of two Members
have been registered with the Director-General. 
3. Thereafter, this Convention shall come into force for any Member 12 months after the date on
which its ratification has been registered. 

Article 13 

1. A Member which has ratified this Convention may denounce it after the expiration of ten
years from the date on which the Convention first comes into force, by an act communicated to
the Director-General of the International Labour Office for registration. Such denunciation shall
not take effect until one year after the date on which it is registered. 
2. Each Member which has ratified this Convention and which does not, within the year follow-
ing the expiration of the period of ten years mentioned in the preceding paragraph, exercise the
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right of denunciation provided for in this Article, will be bound for another period of ten years
and, thereafter, may denounce this Convention at the expiration of each period of ten years under
the terms provided for in this Article. 

Article 14 

1. The Director-General of the International Labour Office shall notify all Members of the
International Labour Organization of the registration of all ratifications and denunciations com-
municated by the Members of the Organization. 
2. When notifying the Members of the Organization of the registration of the second ratification,
the Director-General shall draw the attention of the Members of the Organization to the date
upon which the Convention shall come into force. 

Article 15 

The Director-General of the International Labour Office shall communicate to the Secretary-
General of the United Nations, for registration in accordance with article 102 of the Charter of
the United Nations, full particulars of all ratifications and acts of denunciation registered by the
Director-General in accordance with the provisions of the preceding Articles. 

Article 16 

At such times as it may consider necessary, the Governing Body of the International Labour
Office shall present to the General Conference a report on the working of this Convention and
shall examine the desirability of placing on the agenda of the Conference the question of its revi-
sion in whole or in part. 

Article 17 

1. Should the Conference adopt a new Convention revising this Convention in whole or in part, 
then, unless the new Convention otherwise provides - 
(a) the ratification by a Member of the new revising Convention shall ipso jure involve the 
immediate denunciation of this Convention, notwithstanding the provisions of Article 13 
above, if and when the new revising Convention shall have come into force; 
(b) as from the date when the new revising Convention comes into force, this Convention 
shall cease to be open to ratification by the Members. 

2. This Convention shall in any case remain in force in its actual form and content for those
Members which have ratified it but have not ratified the revising Convention. 

Article 18 

The English and French versions of the text of this Convention are equally authoritative. 


